Tsugizakura-oji～Hosshinmon-oji
縄上王子～発心門王子

Walking Options from Chikatsuyu/Nonaka area

**Full Walk**
Chikatsuyu-jo to Kumano Hongu Taisha ~25km, 8~12hr.
Tsugizakura-oji to Kumano Hongu Hachimangu ~21.5km, 6~11hr

**Intermediate Walk (by local bus):**
Kobiro-toge bus stop to Kumano Hongu Taisha 19km, 2~3hr
Dryukawa-koji bus stop to Kumano Hongu Taisha ~17km, 6~9hr

**Highlight Walk (by local bus):**
Hosshinmon-jo to Kumano Hongu Taisha ~7.3km, 2~3hr
For those stopping at Yutsubashi Onsen you can add the Katsuwachi-jo ~2km, 1hr

**Note:**
For those walking, please be aware of the following:
- 
- 
- 

**Legend:**
- 
- 
- 

**Note:**
A major typhoon in 2011 caused a large crack in the mountain to develop near (geogami-ji). Subsequently, a semi-permanent detour over the pass to the south was made to avoid the unstable slope.